EVA Conferences (Electronic Imaging, the Visual Arts & Beyond) act as a cross-sectoral, multi-disciplinary, local & global set of events for people interested in new technologies in the cultural sector. The main four annual EVA Conferences are held in Florence (March), London (July), Berlin (November), Moscow (December). The main organiser of EVA Moscow is the Centre on the Problems of Informatisation in the Sphere of Culture (Centre PIC).

The 12th annual international conference EVA 2009 Moscow was held between 30 November and 2 December 2009 in the All-Russia Library for Foreign Literature www.libfl.ru/. The conference programme included the plenary session “International Cooperation and Integration of Digital Cultural Resources”, workshops "ATHENA, Access to cultural heritage networks across Europe" and "Cultural and Linguistic Diversity in the Internet", an exhibition "Multimedia in Culture, Art and Education" and the others. The conference attracted more then 600 participants from 20 countries.

More information available at: www.eva-conferences.com/
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